INCOMING MESSAGE

FROM: AMBASSAD LONDON
TO: MILITARY WASHINGTON DC
NR: 4976

COMMERICAL SECTION BEEKTSTES SHOW LOCATED IN ALDFOID
HOUSE A FEW BLOCKS FROM BEEKTLEY STREET PD SECTION COMPRIS
FIFTY PEOPLE HEADED BY KR 4976 PD A PREDOMINANTLY FEMALE
INSTITUTION BUT APPEARS TO FUNCTION VERY EFFICIENTLY PD
ABOUT FIFTY-2 ARE TYPES PD SIZE OF SECTION FLUCTUATED
VIOLENTLY Q/A TWO OR THREE PEOPLE JUST BEFORE THE WAR
STARTED Q/A ONE HUNDRED PEOPLE LIDIL OF KINTEEN FORTY CHA-
HAS SINCE DIMINISHED BECAUSE USE OF COMMERCIAL CODES AND
VOLUME OF COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC HAS DECLINED AS RESULT OF
GOVERNMENTAL RESTRICTIONS CN PRIVATE USE OF CODES AND GERMAN
OCCUPATION OF HUNDRED COUNTRIES PD MESSAGES IN DIPLOMATIC
CODES HAVING COMMERCIAL SIGNIFICANCE ARE SENT BY BEEKTLY
STREET TO HOPE WHO QUOTE UTILIZES THEM QUOTE WHICH
LEADS THAT HE EDITS THEM FOR LIKES AND TRANSLATION AR-AR
USUALLY OUT OF UNIQUE JARGON USED IN COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC Q/A
PUTS IN CROSS REFERENCES TO OTHER MESSAGES Q/A DETERMINES
AND NOTS THE PROPER DISTRIBUTION Q/A AND GIVES TO TYPES
PD HOPE DOES THIS HIMSELF AND ONLY ONE CODE Q/A IN SECTION
IS FAMILIAR WITH THESE SYSTEM'S Q/A AS IN MANY
SACRED Q/A TO THE Q/A CAN FIND IT Q/A IN "X" TO "Y" TO THOSE
AS KR 4976
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INSTRUCTIONS: ANY TIME AND CIRCULATED IN 'OST SECRET SERIES CALLED QUOTE CODE: SERIES UNQUOTE WHICH STARTED MARCH NINTH

FOURTY TWO AND HAS PAST RAN(QL) SERIES NUMBER NINE THOUSAND

SIX HUNDRED FIFTY GSA OUTPUT FOR SEVENTY TWO FIFTY AND

THIRTY FIVE FOR DIP DISTRIBUTION ND COPY TO CHARLIE

ENTRY TO FOREIGN OFFICE THEN TO "EN "NO TELEPHONE SERVICE

LINEARIES OR OTHERS AS PARTICULAR "EN "NO UNUSUAL PD (SMOKE)

SERIES ALSO INCLUDES JIG "MESSAGE IN HANG OR OTHER COMMERCIAL

CODES O.K BUT JIG "MESSAGES IN CLEAR ARE HANDLED LIKE OTHER

LINGUAGES AS DESCRIBED BELOW" PARTS TO STRONG FOR TAPERS AND

COPIES FROM TAYLOR SIG TO PEABODY PRTY PD PATA TWO WIE

JIB AT ALFORD MUST BE HANDLED IN MY "POST 65" THOUSAND.

OC TURAL SUS ANS WHICH DO NOT GO TO THAT JIB MIGHT BUT

JIB DIRECT FROM INTERCEPT TO ALFORD MUST BE BROUGHT TO

THIS NATIONS VALUE THE BRITISH OF PRIORITIES IS MOST

IMPORTANT AND TROM TRENDS TO BE CLOSER WHICH TO DETER-

MINATE THAT TYPES ARE MATHEMATICALLY PROCESSING PD INCL.(UGI) TRAFFIC IS

COLLECTED BY MORTUARIES AND SENT TO BE MATH BRING THE READ

AND DECIDE WHAT IT TURF PROCESSING FOR CIRCULATION SIGNAL

THE RETURNED MESSAGES TO BRING ON IT'S WAY TO "DAY AND

TO RE Elf. THE CLOSER PRIORIT "I "DAY APPROX.
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COVERT
CALL IP ITEM ROGER BAKER CIA WHICH USES THEM AS WILL BE DESCRIBED IN MESSAGE TO FOLLOW PD THE TRANSLATED "MESSAGES ARE SENT TO A SECTION OF FOUR CODE SCRUTINIZERS UNKNOW WHO REVIEW DECISION TO CIRCULATE CIA EDIT CIA RESEND DISTRIBUTION CIA AND SEND TO TXIERS PD THOSE TRANSLATIONS ARE THEN CIRCULATED UNDER CLASSIFICATION CONFIDENTIAL AND ARE REFERRED TO AS QUITE CONFIDENTIAL SHEETS UNLESS "OF" OR "FOR" USUALLY CHARLIE SCAR CLYSES PD AVANCE DAILY OUTPUT IF FIVE HUNDRED MESSAGES COME THEN COMES TO "OF" AND O/F TO IHE AND SINGLE COPIES TO OTHER AGENCY AS DETERMINED BY CIA TXIERS PD "OF" AS CODE SHEETS F/5 VERY FAVOR CIRCULATION "OF" "OF" CIA CHARLIE SCAR ARE DISTRIBUTED PATERNALLY ISOLATE PD ANYTHING OF SPECIAL IMPORT IN CHALLENGE SUGAR SETTERS IN TRIPLE BOUND AND LAID ON TOP OF DAILY OUTPUT SUGAR TRUST ARE CALLED PARTALS FOR READY ACCESS REASON PD HISTORY AT RS/CIA DECISIONS IF VS REEVE FOR RIGHT PINT ON OF PAY WHETHER BLITE AND CLASSIFIED SUGAR PAPER NOT MOST SUGAR PAPER BUT ARE INCLUDED IN CHARLIE SUGAR OUTPUT OF TOP OF DAILY PINT AND ARE NEVER PARTALS PD AS YOU CAN GET THIS SORT OF OPERATION READING MA TO LATION ITH IT FOR PROPER PRIORITIES ETC D/4 "OF" CIA "OF" CHARLIE
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SUDEF IS MR. POOLE 'HER' AS LIAISON MAN FOR COM- 

STATION IS 

LCU. JAL. JA. DEPUTY OF COM. OF VIC DEF PS IF NEXT MESSAGE 

WILL DESCRIBE LANGUAGE BRANCH OF COM. STATION AND 

SECTIONS C2-J7 AND ART-RH. LITIFIED BY " " TO COMMERCIAL 

STATION TO FACILITATE ITS OPERATIONS

AS KR 4356
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